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Meeting Type  Full Governing Body 
 

Date/Time:  Thursday 16th September 2021 

Time:  8.30am 

Location  Carden Primary School – via Zoom 

Quorum:  For decisions to be binding at least one half of current governors are 
required. The meeting was quorate throughout. 

Governors 
Present: 

Helen Longton-Howorth (HT) 
Sam Baker 
Abigail Bathurst 
Nicola Claber 
Meraud Davis 

Alistair McNair 
Nigel McCutcheon  
Linda Newman (Vice Chair) 
Carl Pittaway 

Clerk Zoë Heaton 

Apologies Hayley Mallipoudy, Amanda Mortensen (Chair) 

 

  Acronyms included in minutes 

ARE Age-Related Expectations 

ECT Early Careers Teacher 

HT Head-Teacher 

KCSIE Policy Keeping Children Safe In Education 

NJC National Joint Council (Support Staff) 

NQT Newly Qualified Teacher 

PP Pupil Premium 

QFT Quality First Teaching 

RWM Reading, Writing, Maths 

SDP School Development Plan 

SEF School Evaluation Form 

SLT Senior Leadership Team 

T4W Talk 4 Write Programme 

TA Teaching Assistant 

TOR Terms of Reference 

UPS Upper Pay Scale 

VC Vice-Chair 

 
  

Item  Summary of discussion  

 
1 

The chair welcomed governors and apologies were considered and accepted. There were no 
declarations of interest in the agenda.  

 
2    

 
FGB Minutes (15/7/21) had been circulated to governors prior to the meeting. Minutes were 
approved as an accurate subject to changes. 
[ACTION: Clerk to amend list of governors in attendance to include new governors before 
signing on Chair’s behalf] 
 
Matters Arising: 
The Vice Chair went through actions from the minutes and summarised those actions still 
outstanding: 
After a last-minute cancellation yesterday the Review of Governance training was still to be 
convened and a new date agreed. Governors strongly urged participate in this training. 
[ACTION: HT to send out Doodle Poll with revised dates for October. Governors to 
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respond as soon as possible].  
 
Session to promote diversity in relation to governor recruitment still to be convened. (See Item 4. 
below for new action). 
 
[ACTION: HT to circulate dates and times for Deep-dive and T4W sessions when 
confirmed] HT also invited governors to join any staff meetings. 
 
[ACTION: LN to speak to HT in advance of and attend the next Schools’ Forum to facilitate 
greater understanding around the lower number of paid days for staff looking after 
children at home] 
  
[ACTION: As agreed previously HT and CP have been in contact about schools 
performance and attainment data and will report back at CLA Committee.] 
 
MD updated governors that in her capacity as safeguarding governor she was in contact with LP 
(SENCo) and intends to meet to carry out Safeguarding Audit in advance of the deadline of end 
of October.  
[ACTION: MD to report back to FGB or HSW committee following Safeguarding Audit] 
 
The Vice Chair reported back to governors that she had attended the in school Fire Safety 
training and had been impressed by its effectiveness and how engaged the staff had been.  
 

 
 
3 
  

Headteacher Report: (SDP and SEF documents were previously circulated to FGB) 
The HT summarised both documents and particularly requested that governors familiarise 
themselves fully with the SEF. 
 
SDP 
The HT noted that the SDP was very similar to last year due to limited scope for development 
during last year with the Covid-related restrictions and stop / start nature of school closures and 
attendance. Assuming this year would proceed more smoothly she expressed hope that more 
progress could be made, with the inclusion of some recovery curriculum and covid-related 
additions, attaining more expected progress for students by the summer term. 
 
The HT explained that no data was provided at the beginning of the autumn term as it was 
preferrable to allow a settling-in period for both teachers and pupils before testing and any 
assessments being made. Progress meetings would be held before half term creating a Venn 
diagram of each subject (RWM) against which to plot the children’s’ individual pathways to see if 
on track for ARE, above or below. These would then be further analysed to provide target figures 
by end of October and added to the SDP with whole-school performance data and individual 
teacher targets.  
 
The HT highlighted the amount of work inputted by SLT to produce the SDP and the additional, 
non-statutory section on EYFS, to be focussed on as an area to improve and show progress. 
 
Governors noted that in some sections governors could usefully be added as persons 
responsible, such as sections on diversity, staff, parental links. 
[ACTION: LN to email HT to clarify and specify relevant sections and HT to amend SDP 
accordingly] 
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SEF  
The HT introduced the governors to this recently written document and explained that she felt 
Carden was on strong ground to be self-judged as ‘good’ for everything, including curriculum 
development, pastoral care and behaviour. Areas to work on included progress and attainment 
results in writing, maths and phonics into which investment of the SoundsWrite programme has 
been made. Another area of focus for this year is on the more able students which entails 
reviewing the Gifted and Talented Policy.  
 
Is Carden planning to allow parent volunteer readers back into school? – Yes, hoping to get back 
to normal now more stable and allow volunteers back after the October half term. 
 
Could Carden benefit by accessing the Apprenticeship Scheme? – Unfortunately, the school 
cannot afford it. 
 
Following a curriculum meeting with AHT (PH) wondered if and why Sounds Write Programme 
only being invested in lower years and not upper years? – This is true due to expense and 
therefore targeting the investment into the place where needed most and where could have 
greatest impact across the whole school overtime. Intend to move up the school when finances 
allow, perhaps if more catch-up money is forthcoming.  
 
In consideration of how illuminating and well-written the SEF is and in the interests of 
transparency, would it be appropriate for it to be published on Carden website? Feel it would be 
informative and helpful as successfully encapsulates the vision and ethos of Carden School and 
is clear and well-presented showing the real drive to improve outcomes and opportunities for its 
pupils?  - The HT thanked governors for their positive response and thought that perhaps a 
summary, parent-friendly version could be put on the website. 
[ACTION: SLT to consider the publication of summary version of SEF on school website] 
 
Governors suggested that the reference to Chinese New Year be amended to the Lunar New 
Year as more inclusive, and the NQT acronym be changed to the new ECT terminology. 
[ACTION: HT to amend terminology on the SEF as indicated above] 
 
HT concluded that it was good to have parents back on site dropping off and picking up their 
children but was still hesitant to have adults inside the school unless previously arranged. 
Parents had been generally very understanding and the term had started well with only a few 
problems of transition from Year Reception to Year 1. HT expressed wish for more money to be 
able to employ general TAs for Year 1 which is the hardest most testing year group transition for 
both children and parents.  
 
Governors agreed to retain the format of HT Report with the inclusion of staff and child wellbeing 
section. 
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4 

GB business and membership 
 
Election of Chair of Governors 
AM had been nominated before the meeting and, as sole nominee was automatically and 
unanimously reassigned to her role as Chair for another year.  
 
Election of Vice-Chair 
LN was nominated and unanimously elected as Vice-Chair for a further year. 
 
Discuss skills audit gaps, any vacancies.  
Governors acknowledged and expressed sadness at the resignation of MD in her role as Co-
opted governor. MD agreed to stay on until the end of this term. This with the previous departure 
of KSt last term meant that the governing board would have two co-opted roles to fill.  
 
Some discussion relating to potential skills gaps especially in the area of SEN. It was agreed that 
this would be considered in training new governors and succession planning. HM coming to end 
of term in March and was suggested that she could potentially move into one of the co-opted 
vacancies. Agreed it was important to maintain skills in the HSW committee.  
 
[ACTION: The Chair and Vice-Chair to draw up an advertisement for the school website 
and Governor Support and take forward] 
 
 
Agree membership of committees / appoint link governors to key areas.  
SB was appointed as the new Wellbeing Governor and agreed to join the HSW committee in 
addition to his role on the CLA, after volunteering for the role. 
 
It was agreed governors should come in person for visits but that meetings should continue on 
Zoom for the duration of this term and be reviewed at the next FGB in December. 
[ACTION: Clerk to add item to discuss how to proceed with meetings at the next FGB] 
 
AB was allocated to the CLA committee to replace KSt and due to her knowledge and 
experience in this area.  
NC was allocated to the HSW committee in consideration of taking over the role of safeguarding 
link governor.  
[ACTION: MD to handover and train NC in the safeguarding governor role this term] 
[ACTION: LN and Clerk to signal training opportunities for both new governors] 
 
Terms of References for committees for agreement.  
Agreed that TORs would be looked at in detail and agreed in their next committee meetings.  
 
[ACTION: LN to amend TORs and email Clerk to send on to individual committees. Chairs 
report back that they have been agreed.] 
 
Review and agree Instrument of government. 
These documents had been uploaded on to Compliance Manager and mostly agreed with one or 
two left to complete. 
  
The Clerk reminded Governors to let her know or any training or visits they undertake so they 
can be recorded. The Clerk and Vice-Chair to be aware of and signal appropriate training for 
particular committees and individuals. Encouraged Governors to check and book on BEEM.  
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AMc left meeting 9.25am. 
 
HT reiterated that governors were welcome to any inset sessions and staff meetings, and that 
she would send dates of all forthcoming events. She emphasised the importance of the Review 
of Governance training and hoped all governors would attend if at all possible. The VC also 
urged governors to make efforts to attend this extremely valuable training from a very 
experienced national leader of governance.  
 
How much warning is given in the event of an Ofsted inspection?  – They call on the day before , 
after which the HT has a lengthy conversation with Ofsted and will immediately share key points 
with governors. 2 days of inspection to follow with governors usually called into meet at the end 
of the first day or beginning of 2nd day. 
 
Annual Schedule of planned work  
Confirmed that an action plan of governor visits and training which relate to the SDP report was 
already in the planning and agreed that the governance training would also build on that planning 
with a focus on a forthcoming Ofsted visit. 

5 Annual Declarations 
The clerk thanked those governors who had already read and agreed to the declarations. She 
confirmed that an amendment would be made to the Declaration of Eligibility (noted by MD) and 
resent for governors to respond asap. Any declarations of interest with a positive response would 
be sent to HT and Chair for signature and agreement. If nil response can be agreed to on the 
SchoolBus.  
 
Governors reported positively to the clerk that the new system of annual declarations and 
important documents being available on Compliance Manager was generally quick, clear and 
efficient. 
 
[ACTION: Governors to read and agree any outstanding declarations and documents on 
the SchoolBus, Clerk to resend reminder emails of any not completed] 
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School Policies for agreement: 
Governors reminded about the forthcoming Compliance Manger School Bus retraining session 
now rescheduled for 21st Sept 4.30pm. Clerk to send invitation to this training on Monday. Policy 
Review Schedule update meeting to be organised for the week following this training.  
 
The vice chair stressed the importance of actually reading the policies and especially 
encouraged all governors to read and absorb the KCSIE document, currently being approved on 
the SchoolBus, which is extremely important and useful in defining aspects of child safety that 
might governors might be less familiar with. 
 
Governors requested to keep a look out for several policies which will be coming up for renewal 
soon including the Child Protection Policy. The Teachers’ Pay Policy  is in process and for 
agreement by the next FGB meeting. 
 
The HT explained that each year teachers who have met their targets should automatically 
increment up one point on the pay mainscale. This year, however, due to the covid situation the 
LA has recommended that all teachers, regardless of targets should go up automatically. Unions 
have advised that this should happen unless there are competency or capability procedures in 
progress. As this is not the case for Carden the HT asked governors to approve this and the 
movement of one teacher up to the UPS (SLT approved). Once approved the BM would 
formalise and backdate this increase from the beginning of the school year for all teachers. 
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GB agreed appropriate to endorse these pay rises. 
 
The HT added that the LA has also offered a NJC (Supply staff) pay increase of 1.75 but that this 
has not yet been officially agreed by the unions. The LA had not given notice of this pay increase 
and it is therefore not budgeted for.  
The Governors sent their thanks to all the teachers for their hard work this term.  
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GB Committees Feedback (Summary) – brought forward from last FGB. 
 
CLA – Governors looked in brief at the previous CLA minutes as the committee chair had left the 
meeting. They were agreed to be satisfactory. 
  
D&R – The committee chair provided a brief summary for governors: 

 She confirmed that the HT appraisal team had been formed with members and an 
Appraisal date confirmed.  

 There was a small carry over from last year’s budget, with concerns over deficits over the 
next 2 years. Positives were use of catch-up funding. Negatives were reduced pupil 
numbers affecting budget significantly (90K). These admissions number challenges set to 
increase whilst B&H council attempt to sort out. Due to reduced numbers had to take the 
difficult decision to reduce the Nursery opening to mornings only. However the upside 
was freeing up experienced and well qualified Carden staff for EYFS support and delivery 
of the SoundsWrite programme. The chair confirmed a more detailed report would be 
provided to the CLA committee. 

 There was presented an excellent PP report focussed on QFT as main strategy, and 
showing clear evaluation. It covered Covid support and poverty proofing to inform future 
use of funds. Governors had requested the inclusion of attendance in future reports. 
Chromebooks were now being used in class.  

 There had been discussion regarding the electrical fire, solar panels and safety. Concern 
had been voiced regarding the shared building situation which included complications 
around leases and rent issues. D&R to keep close eye on how these problems are 
resolved by the LA. Confident the HT and BM would pursue. Important to convey the level 
of accountability resting on the HT when a fire or emergency happens and that governors 
support in this area. VC reported she had attended the inset fire safety training and that 
improvements had been carried out around the building. 
 

What is latest on solar panels? – Unfortunately the panels are still proving problematic, not fixed 
and not as beneficial as were hoping.  
 
HSW –  

 Co-Chair for the HSW requested that a meeting be arranged for the new assigned co-
chairs to meet with the Chair, HT and clerk to clarify and support their roles.  

[ACTION: NM and HM to email possible times for meeting and Clerk to co-ordinate with HT 
and Chair]  

 Evacuation procedures highlighted following the recent fire. Confirmed that BHISS  and 
HT to meet to discuss procedures. Walkie talkies are now in use between SLT and Office 
which has improved communication over such a large site. The new electronic signing in 
app being used (also by BHISS) and proving excellent way of knowing who in in and out.  

 Issues raised over area of asbestos found in electrical cupboard. Request for further 
information about making it safe and sealed. Monitoring area of kitchen floor which needs 
replacing and is responsibility of LA.  
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There was no other urgent business 
 

Meeting closed at 10am.  

The date of the next FGB meeting 2nd December  2021  – 8.30am 

 

Minutes approved by the full governing board and signed by the chair: 

Chair… …………………………………………………………. 

Date………………………………………………02/12/2021……………… 

 


